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1. Introduction 
1.1. The purpose of this discussion is to provide another link in the K-theory 
introduced in [8] and subsequently developed in [9], [6] and [51. Given a commutative 
ring R, this theory is a study of the K-groups KA,(R) arising from the category 9(R) 
of invertible’ R-algebras, i.e. R-algebras A for which there exists an R-algebra B 
such that A ORB is isomorphic to some polynomial algebra R[X,, . . . , X,,]. Here 
(Theorem 9.16) we will show the existence, under certain hypotheses, of the 
“Mayer-Vietoris sequence”; that is, given a pullback diagram 
R - R2 
of commutative rings, with fr surjective, there exists an exact sequence 
KA,(R)-,KA,(R,)OKA1(R,)~KA,(R’)~KA,,(R)-, 
+ KA,(RI)OKA,(RJ --* KA,(R’). 
This sequence contains as a direct summand the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of linear 
K-theory. 
* Partially supported by NSF Grants MCS75-05265 and MCS76-06307. respectively. 
’ Called “projective” algebras in [8] and [9]. 
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1.2. The construction of the sequence is, in some ways, analogous to the con- 
struction of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in linear K-theory (see [14, Sections 2 and 
31; or [3, Chapter VII, Sections l-4 and Chapter IX, Section 51). In fact, Bass (in the 
latter reference) has carried out part of the construction in the general context of a 
diagram of “categories with product” (see 2.1 below) satisfying certain hypotheses. 
The other crucial step in the construction, for linear K-theory, is the use of Milnor’s 
Theorem on constructing projective modules by pullback ([14, Theorems 2.1, 2.2 
and 2.31; or [3, Chapter IX, Theorem 5.31). The difficulty encountered in mimicing 
this method for invertible algebras is in showing that the functor .!J(R,)+j(R’) is 
“E-surjective” in Bass’ sense $3, Chapter VII, 2.41). This is accomplished using a 
remarkable “lifting lemma” of T. Asanuma ([2, Proposition 3.91; or Proposition 
8.3 below), which asserts that certain automorphisms of R’[X,, . . . , X,,] can be lifted 
to automorphisms of R1[XI, . . . , X,]. This lemma inspired this research, and has 
several interesting consequences, to be given in Section 8. 
2. Generalities 
2.1. First we briefly recall some basic facts and definitions, mostly from [3, Chapter 
VII, Section 11. A category with product is a category Op equipped with a functor 
_L : d x d + d which is associative and commutative, up to natural isomorphisms. 
We write A I B for _I_ (A, B). A functor between categories with product is called 
product preserving if it respects products, up to natural isomorphism. 
2.2. A product preserving functor F: d + $3 is called cofinal if given B in 93, there 
exists B’ in 9? and A in d such that B I B’ z FA. 
2.3. A basic object [4, p. 1971 for a category with product d is an object A of d such 
that for any object B of &, there exists an object B’of d such that B _L B’s A” = A l_ 
. . . IA for some n 30. This is equivalent to saying that the full subcategory with 
objects {A”}nso is a cofinal subcategory of d. 
2.4. The group &,.s?, where d is a category with product, is the free abelian group 
having the isomorphism classes (A) of d as a basis, modulo the relations (A I B) = 
(A)+(B). We denote by [A] the image of (A) in KosP. 
2.5. If d has a basic object A, then every element of KOd is of the form [B]-[A”]. 
Furthermore we have [B,] = [BJ if and only if B1 I A” = B2 I A” for some n 2 0. 
These facts follow from [3, Chapter VII, Proposition 1.31. 
2.6. The group Kid is constructed as follows: take generators (A, a), where A is an 
object of d and cy E Autd(A), and relations 
(1) (A, a) = (B, p) if there is an isomorphism y:A + B which respects (z and p; 
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(2) (AIB,(YI~)=(A,~)+(B,~);~~~ 
(3) (A, aa’) = (A, CY) + (A, a’). 
We write [A, CZ] for the image of (A, CY) in K,d. 
2.7. It follows from [3, Chapter VII, Corollaries 2.2 and 2.31 that if d has a basic 
object A, then Kid can be realized as follows. Write G, for Autd(A”). Then we 
have homomorphisms G. --, G,,I defined by a -a _L la. Let G, =I& G,. The 
group Kid is isomorphic to G&G,, G,] (the abelianization of G,), and the 
isomorphism takes the image of (Y E G, to [A”, cx] in Kid. 
3. Non-linear K-theory 
We will briefly describe the non-linear K-theory, omitting details which can be 
found in [8] and [9]. 
3.1. Let R be a commutative ring. We will write R[“l for the polynomial ring 
R[Xl,. . . , Xn]. Let 9(R) be the category of augmented invertible R-algebras. 
“Augmented” means each algebra A comes equipped with an augmentation 
(retraction) A + R, the kernel of which we denote by A. “Invertible” means for each 
A there exists an R-algebra B such that AOB = RI”’ as R-algebras, for some n L 0. 
In this category all morphisms respect augmentations; in other words, a morphism 
f: A + B in 9(R) carries A into B. We consider Rrnl = RIX1, . . . , X,,] as an object of 
9(R) by taking R[“] to be the ideal generated by the variables X1, . . . , X,. (In fact, 
any augmentation ideal of R[“’ is generated by properly chosen variables.) 
3.2. An invertible algebra is projective as a module, since A = R @A, and 
Rrnl~AAORB~(~OR)O~(BOR) 
_- _ _ 
=RRAOBO(A&B) 
R[“’ is a free R-module. 
3.3. The operation OR makes 4 =4(R) a category with product (2.1), so that the 
K-groups K1(4), i = 0, 1, are defined (2.4 and 2.6); we denote these groups by 
KAi(R). The polynomial ring R”‘is obviously a basicobject in 4(R) (2.3). Note that 
R[nl@RR[mlZR[“+ml . It follows from general K-theory (2.5) that for objects A and 
Bof f(R), [A] = [B] in KA,(R) if and only if AOR Rrnl= B@R R’“‘, i.e. A and B are 
stably isomorphic as R-algebras. The phenomenon of stable isomorphism is not well 
understood in general, and has been the subject of several investigations (see [l, 10, 
11, 121). 
3.4. By (2.7), ICAl can be realized as follows: Let GA:(R) (or just GA:) denote 
Aut.&Rtnl), and let GA: = I&I GA:. Then ICAl = GAz/[GAz, GA:]. 
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4. Relationship to linear K-theory 
4.1. Linear K-theory arises from the K-groups Ki(R) of the category P(R) of 
finitely generated projective R-modules, with the product 0. This category is 
faithfully embedded in 4(R) via the functor S: 9(R)-*Y(R), where S(P) is the 
symmetric algebra [7, Chapter III, Section 61 Hz, S’(P) of the module P. This is 
product preserving, thanks to the canonical isomorphism S(P0 0) 3 S(P)ORS(Q) 
(ibid.). We give S(P) the augmentation defined by the ideal UE, S’(P). S commutes 
in a natural way with a base change R + R’ (ibid.). 
4.2. Also, there is the functor j: 4(R)+ 9’(R) which sends A to A/A* (3.1). A 
straightforward argument uses the invertibility of A to show that A/x* is indeed 
finitely generated and projective, and, moreover, that j is product preserving and 
that it commutes with base change (or see [8]). Furthermore, the composite joS is 
naturally equivalent to 1~~~). Thus the functor S induces split monomorphisms 
(S)i : K,(R) -* KAi(R), with retractions (j)i : KAi(R) + Ki(R) induced by j. The 
kernel of the retraction is denoted by KA:(R), and is called the strictly non-linear 
K-group. Thus KA,(R)sKi(R)@KAi(R) for i = 0,l. We do not know for which 
rings R # 0 the strictly non-linear summand vanishes. 
5. Endomorphisms of polynomial rings 
5.1. Let MAP (or just MA:) be the monoid of augmentation preserving 
endomorphisms of R[“] (3.1). For rp EMA:, we write cp = (Fi, . . . , F,,) = (Fi)Ycl 
where Fi = q(Xi). If I+!J =(Gi, . . . , G,) is another element of MA:, then $Q = 
(Fi(Gi, . . -9 G,))Y=r. Recall from 3.4 that GA: is the group of automorphisms in 
MA:. Except for the case n = 2 and R a field (see [15]), the group GA: is not well 
understood in terms of generators and structure. 
5.2. Elements of GA: of the form (Xi,. . . , Xi-i, Xi +F(Xl, . . . ,X-l, 
X+lr * * - 9 Xn), Xi+19 . . . ,X,) are called elementary automorphisms, and the sub- 
group they generate is denoted by ISA:. Elementary automorphisms, and hence all 
elements of EAZ, can be lifted under a surjective homomorphism of rings; that is to 
say, if R +R is surjective, so is the induced group homomorphism EAi(R)+ 
EA:(Z?). 
5.3. There is an obvious inclusion MA: +i14A~+~, where MAE is included in 
MAO,+, as endomorphisms of the_ form (F1,. . . , F,, Xn+l) with Fl, . . . , F,, E 
RLXI,. . . , X,]. We denote by MA% the direct limit, or union, of 
. ..-*MAo.-l~MAo,-,MAo,+,-,.... 
Similarly we define the direct limits GA: and EAL. 
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5.4. From the linear theory, we have the monoid M,(R) of n X n matrices with 
coefficients in R, which we identify with EndR (R “). GL, is its group of units, and E,, 
is the subgroup generated by elementary matrices. The direct limits M,, GL, and 
E, are obtained from the upper left inclusion of M, in M,,+i. 
5.5. Since the symmetric algebra S(R”) is canonically isomorphic as an augmented 
R-algebra to RI”’ (see [7, Chapter III, Section 6]), the functor S (4.1) induces a 
homomorphism S, = S,” : M”(R) + MAE(R). One easily verifies that this 
homomorphism takes (LY,;) to the linear homogeneous endomorphism 
(xn=i aiXi)r=i E MA:. Likewise, the functor i (4.2) induces a retraction in = 
in” :MAE(R)+M”(R) which sends q=(Fi,. . . ,F,) to (aFj/aXi(O,. . . , O))ijEMn, 
(Note that i,,(q) makes a matrix out of the coefficients of the linear homogeneous 
summands of F,, . . . , F,.) It is clear that Sncl extends S,, so that the maps S, induce 
S, : Mm --* MA:. Similarly the maps in induce a retraction jao : MA% --*ME. S, and in 
restrict to give split monomorphisms GL, + GA: and E” + EAZ, n = 1, 2, . . . ,a. 
5.6. We often view the monomorphism S, : M, + MAE as an inclusion, so that the 
retraction jn :MAz + M” sends (F,, . . . , F,) to (Hi,. . . , H,) where 23 is the linear 
homogeneous summands of F;:, i = 1, . . . , n. 
5.7. Let MA;, GAL, and EAL be the kernels of j on MA:, GA: and EAZ, 
respectively. The elements of MA: are clearly those endomorphisms of the form 
cP=(F1,.. . , F,) where F, ZXi mod (R[“‘)*. Using the identifications of 5.6, we have 
functorial semi-direct product decompositions GA: = GL, x GAL and EAZ = 
E,xEA’,,forn=1,2 ,..., CT). If R + Z? is a surjective ring homomorphism, then the 
map EAL(R) + EAk(I?) is also surjective. 
6. Analytic isomorphisms 
6.1. The completion of RI”‘= RIXI, . . . ,X,] with respect to the ideal R[“l 
generated by the variables is the power series ring R[[Xl, . . . , X,]] = R[[““. Let 
R[[“l’ be the completion of R’“f, i.e., the ideal of R”“” generated by the variables. 
Each element cp of MA:(R) extends uniquely to an augmentation preserving 
endomorphism of R”““. If p = (F,, . . . , F,), then in AutR_algRtfnlJ, cp is an automor- 
phism if and only if F1, . . . , F” are “analytic” (power series) variables; that is 
R[[“” = R[[F,, . _ _ , F,,]]. This is equivalent to saying that the residues of F,, . . . , F” 
generate 
$Gii/@m+Rrn]/(R[“l) 
9 
which is clearly equivalent to the condition i(cp) E GL,(R) (see 4.2 and 5.5). In this 
case, cp is called an analytic isomorphism. 
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6.2. If cp is an analytic isomorphism, then its analytic inverse cp-’ E AutR_a,nRr[“‘l 
is determined by power series’ (Gi,. . . , G,), with Gi ~Z?tt”‘] and Xi = 
Gi(Fi, * * . , F,) = Fi(GI, . . . , G,). Obviously cp is in GA:(R) if and only if each of the 
power series’ Gi, . . . , G, is a polynomial. 
7. The Jacobian crossed homomorphism and the - operation 
7.1. We may think of M,(R) (as well as MAE(R)) as a monoid-valued functor on the 
category of rings, so that an endomorphism of R induces an endomorphism of 
M,(R). Thus any submonoid of End R acts on M,(R) on the left. Replacing R by 
R[“], we get an action of MA:(R) on M,(R[“‘). We denote this action by writing @(Y 
for cp E MA:(R) acting on (Y EM,(R”“). This action is extended by the action of 
A4A~+I(R) on M,+l(R[n+L1), so that we get an action of MA:(R) on Mm(R[“‘), 
where R’“‘= RIXl, X2,. . . 1. 
7.2. The Jacobian map J, = J,(R):MAO,(R)-,M,(R’“‘) is defined by 
Jn WI, . . . , F,)) = (aFi/aXi)ib A straightforward application of the chain rule shows 
that J,, is a crossed homomorphism by the action of MA:(R) on M~(R’“‘), i.e., it 
satisfies the rule 
Jn(Sv) = J,(hl.‘Jn((~) 
Jn+l extends J,, so we get an induced crossed homomorphism J, :MAL(R)+ 
M (R[“‘). cc 
7.3. Since J,,(l) = 1, it follows easily that if q E GA:(R). then J(q) E GL,(R[“‘). 
(Thus J,, restricts to an element of the set H’(GAE(R), GL,(R’“‘)). The classical 
(unsolved) Jacobian conjecture is that the converse is true, for R a field of 
characteristic zero. 
7.4. For integers m, n 3 0 we have a monomorphism 
i,,,, :MA~(R’“]= RIT1,. . . , T,,,])+MA~+.(R) 
defined by 
(Fi(T,, . . . , Tnt, XI,. . . t X,K’,, 
-(X1,... t Xm, FIG-I,. . . , Xmwt), . . . , Fn WI,. . . , X,-n)). 
This means, essentially, taking an RITI, . . . , T,,,]-algebra endomorphism of 
RU-1,. . . , T,,Xi,. . . , X,,], and considering it as an R-algebra endomorphism. 
7.5. For cp E GA:(R), let + = cp - [i,., oS?“’ oJ,((p-‘)]E GAz,(R). (The reader is 
referred to 5.5,7.2, and 7.4 in order to recall the meanings of the various notations in 
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the bracket.) To see more explicitly what $ is, let q = (Fi, . . . , F,), rp-’ = 
(Gi,. . . , G,). Then /,(cp-‘) = (JG//JX,)ii, and S~‘“‘oJ,,(~-‘) is the automorphism of 
R[“‘[ Y,, . . . , Y,,] defined by (I:= 1 (aGi/aXi)y= 1. Hence 
i,., oS!$“’ oJ”(cp-‘) = (Xl,. . . ,X”, PI,. . . , P”) 
where P, = I;=, (JG,/JXi)Xn+i. Multiplying on the left by cp= 
(F,, . . . , F,,, Xnclr . . . , Xzn)c GA:,(R), we have 4 = (F,, . . . , F,,, HI,. . . , H,) 
where Hi =I?=, X,+i(JG,/JX;)(Fi, . . . , F,,). 
7.6. Since J, is a crossed homomorphism (7.2), we have 
Now writing (A,) = J(Q)-‘, we have 4 = (F1, . . . , F,, HI, . . . , H,) E GAz,(R) where 
Hi = CT=, AiJ”+i. Thus one obtains (p’ by “extending Q by the inverse of its 
Jacobian”. It is straightforward to verify that the - operation respects the functori- 
ality of MA:, i.e., commutes with a change of base. 
7.7. If Q is in GAL(R), then 6 is in GA;,(R). This can be seen as follows: Q E GAL 
-1 
simply means that Fi = X;(mod(Rt”‘)-) ( see 5.7). Hence JFj/JX, E Sii(mod R’“‘), and 
SO A, z &j(mod R[“l), where as above (A,) =J(Q)-‘. It follows that the polynomials 
Hi,. . . , H,, of 7.6 have the property HjcX”+j(mod (R[“])“) and hence 6 = 
(F,, . . . , Fn, HI, . . . , H,,) is in GA;,(R). 
8. Asanuma’s lifting lemma and consequences 
For the purpose of obtaining a Mayer-Vietoris sequence we will consider a 
surjective ring homomorphism R + I? and study the question of when an element of 
GA%(R) has a preimage in GAL(R). We show in this section that commutators in 
GA:(E) can be lifted, provided R is Noetherian and R is regular. 
8.1. Proposition. Suppose R is a regular ring, and Q E GAL(R). Then in GA&(R) 
Q = @ mod EA&(R), where congruence refers to left cosets. 
Proof. Note that i,,, :h4A~(R[“1)+MA%+.(R) extends to im.n+~:MA~_I(Rrml)-, 
MA0 m+n+l(R) (7.4), and therefore the direct limit of the maps i,.,, for fixed m, induce 
L., :MAz(R’“‘) + MA:(R). It is clear that i m.oO carries EA~(R’“‘) into EAz(R). 
In GA:(R), we have 
+ = Q . in&‘S$“’ d,(Q-‘). 
Since Q E GAL(R), the matrix J,, (Q-‘) is congruent to the identity modulo R[“l. Since 
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R is regular, the map 
GLdR) GL (R[“‘) 
K1(R) = [GL,(R), GL,(R)]+ K1(R’“‘) = [GL,(R[“;, GL,(R[“‘)I 
is an isomorphism (see 2.7, and Corollary 5.4 of [3, Chapter XII]). The commutator 
subgroup [GL,, GL,] is equal to E,, by the “Whitehead Lemma” (see [3, Chapter 
V, Proposition 1.7 and its corollaries]). It follows that J,(cp-‘) E E,(R[“‘), and hence 
)?[*I 
S, oJ,(~~‘)EEA~(R[“‘). By the remarks above we have i,.,oS :r”‘oJ”(cp-l)E 
EAz(R), which proves the proposition. 
Given an ideal Z c R, we will write R for R/Z. For cp E MAE(R), we write @ for its 
image in MAE(R). The same applies if we replace MA: by any group or monoid 
-valued functor, e.g. M,,, GL,, GA:, etc. Given s E R, we write cpI for the image of cp in 
MAO,(R, = R[l/s]). 
8.2. Proposition. Let Z? = R/sR where s E R, and assume that the kernel of the 
localization map R + R, is a finitely generated ideal. Suppose q EMA: and 
suppose j(q) E GL,(R) (4.2). Suppose Q, E GASI and (p E GA:(R). Then qc E 
GA:(R). 
Proof. Let J be the kernel of the localization homomorphism R --, R,. Since J is 
finitely generated, s’J = 0 for some r > 0. It follows from Nakayama’s Lemma (for 
nilpotent ideals) [13, p. 111 that the image of Q in MAz(Rs/s’R) is invertible. Thus 
we may replace s by s’, and assume that s.Z = 0. Then J n sR = 0; for if as E .Z, then 
as = 0 in R,, so a = 0 in R,. Therefore a E Z, so as = 0. Since j(Q) E GL,(R), Q is an 
analytic isomorphism (Section 6); let J, = (Gi, . . . , G,) be its analytic inverse (6.2). 
Since cps E GAz(R,) and 5; E GA:(R), then (I, = Q;' E GAi(R,) and $=@-’ E 
GA:(R). So the power series’ Gi, . . . , G, become polynomials in R?” and in 
. Rrr”ll; that is to say, almost all their coefficients lie in J n sR. But .Z n sR = 0, so 
GI, . . . , G, are polynomials, i.e. Q E GA:(R). 
8.3. Proposition (Asanuma [2], 3.9). Let R = R/sR, where s E R, and assume the 
kernel of R + R, is finitely generated. Suppose Q E GAL(R). There exists p E GA;,(R) 
such that b = 4, and such that pr E EA:,,(R,). 
Proof. Lift Q and Q-I, respectively, to (Y = (Fi, . . . , F,) and /3 = (Gi, . . . , G,)- 
elements of MA:(R), in such a way that the image of cup in MAL(R/s’R) is 1. This 
can be accomplished as follows: first lift Q to cpl EMA~(R/s~R). q1 must be an 
automorphism, by Nakayama’s Lemma [13, p. 111. Now lift cpl and p;’ to (Y and /3. 
so 
op = (Gi(Fi, . a s ,F”))~=‘=1=(X;+S2Hi)~==1 
each Hi having no linear (or constant) terms. 
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For simplicity, let MAY,(R) act on polynomials in the variables Xi, . . . ,X,, 
Yl,..., Y., which we will denote by X, Y. Similarly we write (Pi, Qi):=l for the 
element of MA:,(R) defined by Xi * Pi, Yi + Qi, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Writing the polynomials Gi(Xi + Yi, . . . , X,, + Y,), i = 1, . . . , n, as polynomials in 
Y,, . . . , Y,, with coefficients in R[Xi, . . . , Xl, we define polynomials G,.~r,.....a~ by 
G,(X,+Yi,...,X,+Y,)= 1 Gi.,Y’,1 . . * Yk 
r=(r*.....r,kN” 
where N={O, 1,2,. . .}, Gi,,ER[Xr,. . . ,Xn]. For r=(ti,. . . , t,)EN”, let (t/ denote 
t,+* * . + t,. We will write Y’ for Y” * . . Y’“. 
Note that if ItI = 1, i.e. t = (0,. . . ,O, l,O,. . . , 0), with 1 in the jth position, then 
Gi,, = aGi/aX,. More generally, if R is a Q-algebra (or even a torsion free Z-module), 
then for t = (ti, . . . , t,) Taylor’s formula yields 
G,., = ’ alriG. 
t,! * * . t,! ax:l -..ax;' 
Now define p E MA:,,(R) by 
p =(Syi +E +fi(X), SHi(X) 
+ 1 “s “‘-* Y'Gi.,(F,(X), e s e 9 F'"(X))):=,. I=(( ,..... r.kN 
Id=1 
Note that 
p = g(x), i YiS (P,(X), . . * ) lQX))L 
j=l I 
Since cp = a7 = (Pr, . . . , Fn), and cp-’ = p = (Gi, . . . , G’,), we see that p = ~5 as desired 
(see 7.5). 
When we adjoin s-l, we have 
ps = (SYi +E;;(X), -s-‘Xi +C’Gi(Fi(X), . . + 9 F,(X)) 
III 
+s-’ x s”‘Y’G&(X), . . . ,F,(X))):zi 
teN” 
l&=1 
=(~yi +F;:(X;, -s-‘Xi +S-’ 2 S"'YGi,,(F1(X), . . e 9 F,(X))):=1 
IEN" 
= (SYi +F;:(X), -s-'Xi +s-'G(SY1 +Fi(X), e. . , sY~ +Fn(X)))y=l 
=(SYi,-S-‘Xi):=1 ’ (Xi+fi(-SY*,e e a ,-SY”), Y{):c~’ 
. (X;, x +s-‘Gi(X))~c~. 
This shows that pI E EA:,(R,). Observe also that i(p) = (X, +sYi, Yi) E GL2,(R) 
(under the identification GL c GA0 of 5.6. It follows, therefore, from Proposition 
8.2 that cp is an automorphism. To arrange p E GAL(R) we simply multiply p by 
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i(p)-‘. Since i(p) E El,(R)= EAi,(R), and since i(p) = 1 we have pr E EA&(R,), 
and P = (p’. This proves the proposition. 
For an R-algebra S, let Keri.R(S) denote the kernel of KA:(R)+KAi(S). 
8.4. Proposition. Suppose I c R is ideal such that R’ = Rllis regular, and suppose Iis 
generated by a finite set (~1, . . . , s,} such that, for 1 < i c r, the kernel of the localization 
map R/(s,, . . . , si-,)R -, R,l(s,, . . . , sr_,)RS, is finitely generated (e.g. R is no- 
etherian, or sir . . . , S, is a regular sequence). Then the map GA&(R) + GAL(R) is 
surjective; hence so is KA;(R)+ KA’I(R). More strongly, given Q E GA’(R) and 
letting s = sir there is a preimage rL E GA’(R) of Q such that $s E EA$,(R,); therefore 
KA;(R) = Ker;.,R(R,)+Ker,.R(R). 
Proof. All follows from the second assertion. Suppose I is generated by sir . . . , s, 
with s = ~1. Using Proposition 8.2 r times, we choose Qi E GA2,-1,(R/(sl,. . . , si)R) 
for Osi<r (say Q E GAL(R), with cpr = Q, such that the image of Qi in 
GA;r-l,(R/sl,. . . , si+,)R) is @itI for 0s i cr. The proposition also allows that 
(Q& E EA;,,(R,). Let Q"'E GA;@) be defined by Q(') = Q and Q"-" = cjci'. Since 
- commutes with base change, it follows that the image of Qi in GA&,(R) is cpci). By 
Proposition 8 1 cpci)E Q"-" *EAL(R), and hence Q = Q”‘. y = @o* y with ye 
EA&(I?). Since ‘EA&(R)*EA$(I?) is surjective (5.2 and 5.7), we can lift y to 
o EEA&(R). Then $ = rpow is a preimage for Q in GA&(R) having the desired 
properties. 
8.5. Proposition. Suppose R, I and f? are as in Proposition 8.4. Then, under the 
homomorphism of commutator subfroups 
[GA!&(R), GAO,(R)]+ [GA:@), GA’%?)1 
is surjective. 
Proof. According to [S, 2nd Theorem], for any ring R the commutator subgroup of 
GA!,,(R) is generated as a normal subgroup by linear elementary automorphisms, 
i.e. by E(R) (5.4). Thus to prove the proposition it suffices to let w c[GAz(R), 
GA”,(R)] be of the form QEQ-' with E E E(a), and show that w can be lifted to 
[GA:(R), GA:U?)l. S ince GA%(E) = GA&(Z?)>dGL,(Z?) (5.7), we can write 
Q = t,h with Q E GAL(R), a E GL,(I?). Since ~a-’ E E,(R) (in fact E,(R) = 
[G,!,,(R), G&(R)], according to [3, Chapter V, Theorem 2.1]), and since E,(R)-* 
E,(R) is surjective, we can lift (~e0-l to p E E,(R). 9 lifts to p E GA’(R), by 
Proposition 8.4, and therefore w = ~&ecu-‘@-’ lifts to p&01 E GA:(R), GAL(R)]. 
9. The Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
In order to avoid the repetition of well-known arguments used in linear K-theory, 
we will use the general machinery set up by Bass in [3, Chapter VII, Sections 3,4] to 
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establish the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for invertible algebras. The basic definitions 
and results are stated below. 
9.1. Let d and 3 be categories with product (2.1). A product preserving functor 
F: LZZ + i?Zl is called E-surjectiue if, given A E d and p in the commutator subgroup of 
Auts FA, there exists A’ E ~4 and (Y in the commutator subgroup of AutJA IA’) 
such that F(a) = p I IfA.. 
9.2. If d and $53 have basic objects (2.3) A and B, respectively, with FA = B, then 
E-surjectivity for F is equivalent to the surjectivity of the induced map [G&d), 
G,(.d)]+[G,(%?), G,(a)], where G,(d) = lim,,, Aut,&A”) and G&a) = 
lim,,, Auta(B”). This is an easy argument, and we omit the proof. 
9.3. Given a surjective ring homomorphism R -*I?, with kernel 1, then 9(R)+ 
9(E) is E-surjective. This follows from 9.2 by taking d = P(R), $3 = 9’(R) (4.1), 
and basic objects A and B the free module of rank one in each category. Since 
[G&d), Gm(sP)] = [GL,(R), GL(R)] = E,(R) and similarly [G,(a), G,(a)] = 
E,(R), (see [3, Chapter V, Theorem 2.1]), the result follows from 9.2 and the 
surjectivity of E,(R) --* E,(R). 
9.4. If I satisfies the conditions in Proposition 8.4, then by taking &=9(R), 
9 = 4(R) (3.1) A = R[“, B = I?“], we have G,(d) = GAL(R), G&3) = GAL(R), 
and we conclude from 9.2 and Proposition 8.5 that the functor 9(R)-* 9(R) is 
E-surjective. 
9.5. Given a diagram of functors 
(1) 
the jibre product category d = dppl x sp4 is defined to be the category of triples 
(A 1, a, AZ) with Ai E &+i, i = 1,2, and LY: FIA 1 %F2A2 an isomorphism in sp’. A 
morphism (Al, (Y, B,) + (Bl, CY, B2) in d is a pair of morphisms fi:Ai + Bi, i = 1,2, 
such that 
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commutes. There are canonical “projection” functors G,: d + di, defined in the 
obvious way, which make the square 
commute, up to the natural isomorphism a:FIG1 --, FzGz. d has the following 
universal property: Given a square of functors 
and a natural isomorphism p : FIHl + F2Hz, there is a unique functor T: $3 + d such 
thatGiT=H,,i=1,2,andsuchthatP=aaT:F,H,=F,G1T-,FzHt=F2GzT. 
9.6. We call the set-up 
of 9.5 a Cartesian square. If sP1, S& and ~4’ are categories with product (2.1), and FI 
and F2 are product preserving, then ~4 = dl x ~4 inherits a product, in an obvious 
way, so that G1 and Gf are product preserving. 
9.7. Given A = (A,, a, A*) E&, p E Aut&FIAI), and y E Aut.&FzAz) we write 
YAP = (AI, ~442). 
If, say, Y = lFzAzr we simply write A/3. 
9.8. Let (1) be a diagram of product preserving functors. FL is said to be cofinaf 
relative to F2 if given AZ E .rrl~, there exists A; E SPZ and At E .s41 such that Fz(A2 I 
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A$)rFIAl. Say F1 and F2 form a cofinal pair if each is cofinal (2.2) and each is 
cofinal relative to the other. If zZ1, ,rBl and d all have a basic object, preserved by F1 
and Ft, then one easily verifies that F1 and Fz form a cofinal pair. 
Now we state Theorem 4.3 of [3, Chapter VII] (in slightly less generality) which 
gives a Mayer-Vietoris sequence for certain Cartesian squares. 
9.9. Theorem [3]. Let (1) be a Cartesian square of categories with product in which 
(F,, Fz) isa cofinalpairofproductpreservingfunctors (e.g. if&,, &z andd’each have 
a basic object, and these are preserved by F1 and Fz), and suppose FI is E-surjective. 
Then there is a unique homomorphism a: KIdI+ K&, where J& = ~4, x dd2, such 
that 
a[FIGIA, CY] = [Aa] -[A]. 
The resulting sequence 
is exact, where gi, j = 0,l is the difference of the two maps Kid + K&i, i = 1,2, andfi, 
j = 0, 1, is the sum of the maps KisP, + Kid’, i = 1,2. The sequence is natural with 
respect to functors between Cartesian squares. 
9.10. Now suppose we have a diagram 
R2 
of rings with fl surjective. The induced diagram 
9(R2) 
then satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, since the bottom arrow is E-surjective 
(9.3), thus giving rise to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence 
(3) 
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The classical Mayer-Vietoris sequence of linear K-theory, due to Milnor, which 
inserts K,(R) in place of Ki(S(Ri) X PcR$P(Rz)) in the above sequence, is obtained 
from the above by means of the following classical theorem. 
For any ring R, let Z(R) denote the category of all projective R-modules. 
9.11. Theorem (Milnor). Let (2) be a diagram of rings with fl surjective, and let R be 
the pullback RI x noRZ. Then the functor T: Z(R)+ %‘(R,) x ~(~$%‘(Rz) induced by 
the universal property of %‘(R,) X xCR$‘(R~) is an equivalence, and it restricts to an 
equivalence V: C?‘(R)-, g(R,) x p(n@‘(Rz). The inverse T’ of T, which restricts to an 
inverse V’ of V, is defined by taking T’( PI, a, Pz) to be the pullback of the diagram 
p2 
p1- P,OR,R’+ &@R~R' 
for (PI, o, P~)E~(R,)x,~,~,,~(R~). 
This theorem is stated and proved in [3] only for finitely generated projectives 
(Chapter IX, Theorem 5.1). However, Milnor originally proved the stronger state- 
ment (see [142, Theorems 2.1, 2.2,2.3]), which will be important for our purposes. 
9.12. The functors T and T’ of Milnor’s theorem clearly preserve the product 0. It 
is clear also that T, and hence T’, preserves the product 0. Therefore, if we let S!(R) 
be the category of augmented R-algebras which are projective (as R-modules). 
then T and T’ restrict to give an equivalence of categories between d(R) and 
d(Ri) x,,,@(Rz). 
Now d(R) contains 4(R) (3.1), and clearly T restricts to a product preserving 
functor f(R) + 4(R1) x 9cR.j$(R~). This would be an equivalence of categories if the 
restriction of T’ carried .Y(R,) x 9CR@(R2) into 4(R). 
9.13. Theorem (Milnor’s Theorem for invertible algebras). Let (2) be a diagram of 
rings with fl surjective, such that 
(a) R’ is regular 
(b) The kernel Iof f, is generated by a finite ser {sl, . . . , s,} such that the kernels of 
each of the focalization maps Rl/(sl, . . . , si-l)Rl+ RISS((sl, . . . , si-l)RIS,, 1 s i s r, 
are finitely generated (e.g. RI is Noetherian, or R I is generated by a finite regular 
sequence). Let R be the pullback of the diagram. Then the functors T and T’ of 
Theorem 9.11 restrict to give an equivalence of categories between 4(R) and 
$W,)x scud. 
Proof. In light of 9.12, all that remains is to show that if (A ,, CY, AZ) = A is an object 
of 9(R1) x 9,n@(R2), then the pullback T’A is in 4(R). The proof is similar to the 
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proof of Milnor’s Theorem (9.11). We can choose Bi EJJ(R,), i = 1,2, such that 
A; OR,B~ 2 RI”‘. Thus, writing B: for Bi @R, R’ E 9(R’) (and similarly for the A’s), 
we have 
B; @R.R’[“lzB; &A; 3 B;OR.AIOR’B;rB;OR,Rfrnl. 
l@,u-‘@l 
SO, replacing Bi by B,@R, Ri ‘“I, we arrange that B; = B;. Letting fl denote this 
isomorphism in $(R’), we have an object B = (B,, p, B2) such that 
Since T’ preserves the product 0, showing T’A is invertible is the same as showing 
T’(A@B) is invertible, so we may assume A = (R[1”‘, y, R[2”‘). Viewing y as an 
element of GAz(R’), we tensor with (R[I”‘, y-l, RI?“‘) to get (R\‘“‘, yO~,y-‘, R:“‘), 
which again, we may assume to be A. But y @ y-’ is in the commutator subgroup of 
GAi,(R’), by the generalized Whitehead Lemma (see [3, Chapter VII, Lemma 1.81). 
By Proposition 8.5, y@ywl lifts to an element of GAE(RI), for some m 32n. Thus 
we may assume A = (R\““, q, R[;‘) with q in the image of GAi(RI). Hence A is 
isomorphic to (Rim’, 1, R\“‘) so T’(A) = RI”‘, and the theorem is proved. 
9.14. Given a diagram (2) of rings satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 9.13, the 
functor 9(RI) -+ 4(R’) is E-surjective (see 9.4), and since the functors $(Ri) + $(R’), 
i = 1,2, preserve basic objects, we may apply Theorem 9.9 to obtain the Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence 
The functors S and j (4.1 and 4.2) furnish us with functors between the two Cartesian 
squares 
$@I) l 9W’) 
and 
WRd X9(R')%R2)- 9YR2) 
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and since the Mayer-Vietoris sequence is natural with respect to functors between 
Cartesian squares, S induces a morphism from (3) to (4), and j induces a retraction 
from (4) to (3). 
9.15. Since we now have Milnor’s Theorem for invertible algebras (9.13), we may, as 
in the linear case, replace the groups K,(4(R,)x.,,.,~(Rz)), i =O, 1, in (4) by 
KAi(R), where R is the pullback of (2). Furthermore, it is clear that the equivalence 
T of Theorems 9.11 and 9.13 respects the functors S and j, i.e. the two squares 
9(R) f $(Rl) x_9(R’) YU?z) 
B(R) & %R,) x9(R’) 9Wd 
commute, up to natural equivalence (this follows from the fact that S and j respect 
base change). Therefore the induced squares of K-groups commute. 
Now we collect this information and state the main result. 
9.16. Theorem (The Mayer-Vietoris sequence). Given a pullback diagram 
R -R2 
I I f, 
R,- R’ 
fl 
of rings, with fl surjectice, and such that (a) and (b) of Theorem 9.13 are satisfied, there 
is an exact sequence 
KA~(R)+KA~(RI)OKAI(R+KAI(R’)AKA,(R) 
+ KA,,(RI)OKAo(R J + KA,(R’). 
The functor S induces a split monomorphism (j induces its left inverse) from the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of linear K-theory into the above sequence, so that the 
maps in the above sequence respect the decomposition KAi = K; OKAI (4.2). Thus 
by restriction we get an exact sequence 
KA;(R)+KA;(R,)OKA;(Rz)+KA;(R’)+KAb(R) 
-, KAb(R,)OKAb(Rz) + KA,(R’). 
9.17. Remark. Using the fact that the map 6 in the theorem above arises from the 
map d in Theorem 9.9, which satisfies a[F, G, A, CY] = [Aa] - [A], one can verify that 
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S : KA ,(R’) + KAdR) is defined as follows: For 
5 E KA,(R’) = GAO,(R’)/[GAO,(R’), GAo,(R’)], 
lift 15 to (Y E GA:(R’), and let A be the pullback of 
which, according 
[A]- [R’“‘]. 
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